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-~dvoc~ted ·returning
·:Oloney to the taxpayer.
·
-~e ·;·p~ ·!'f · , 'Skeen bas persistently
'~~~:n~J.:Jn · criticized the Democrats for
"''!1..~.... -l'!'.·ul>Jl(fln ,···Rot returning at le~t part of
;~~~~Ul1tt<ilD.al;
· . _ _,-~oe _4be -s~te's huge gene~ fund
for-P.t•Vi,~ting ·. totbetaxpayers.
. .
""''-"""~;y. :in :Ne'\V . - In ·a . detailed· plan. for
·and, -,-·economic action, the Picacho
:W~at-:b~Jabels.
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· ~:. :,.,~· By'IOS~PH-~ONAH~·::,.;.;:~~Jerty Apodaca insurance and
. .•• . . Jerry Ap~·~aca, a ·:~.fs · Jerry• :Apo.daca Realty, both
· . Ctucetf s~f::e~:.~l\tg,r·:'·~,. ;!fije ,.:··at which are located in )As
Demo_ca·atllo ;!·JUbematorial·· ,Cruces.
·
. ·
·
··candid~~ in tllis.
. . ·":' . Apodaca is a board
~- elect.1on .:
, ;_-,is -·member of Citizens· Bank in
·~_::.~- 4~-y-~d
. uf·:::tas- Cruces. In the state
~.:_the··
·
~48·t:ielat.teh'eserveduchairrnan
.•~he· Leglalativ.e School
·
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ReBgan Might
GoA/Pin76
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rancher h~·suggest'ed a one
cent reduction of the sales
tax, elimination. of sales tax
on food and elimination of a
"tax on misery"---taxes on
4r\tgs and medical supplies.
"The ·sales tax is a
r~gressive tax-," said Skeen.
·''It hurts the poor much.
more than the rich."
A m.ajor portion of ..
Skeen's economic plan would
-be to reinvest $25 million of' -.....
the general fund (most Qf·
Gonzales:
which is invested in Wall ·
Street and actually. declining
in value) in ·New Mexico .to
stimulate the construction
industry~ Skeen would not
· set up a separate agency to
dispense the thoney, saying
that "the last thing we need
By GEORGE JOHNSON
Gene Gonzales, the
. ·is to create more
bureaucratic structures in American Independent Party
this state. We should use the . candidate for Governor, said
existing loan insitutions.
yesterday that Ronald Reagan
. . · "New Mexico is a iarge is sending out feelers for a
public land state, but our Wallace-Reagan ticket in
major problem is that ,we 1976.
don't circulate capital. If you
And he thinks Chicago
iq.y~t money out of state, Mayor I_Uchard Daley might
-··.¥o~ ;~onJy btig.g..J.be..~terest · s!l~port 1t.
·• "-~6aek~to1ilew<Mexico:". ·.
·
-'·I'¥e received several
.·
· !Continped onJJD11e is) ~uesti <>naires from. an

stud,y Committee arid is
presently the chairman of the
s en a t e J u d i c i a r yC ommi ttee-tbe first
non-lawyer to bave that post.
Apodaca also served as New
Mexico. Democratic state
chairman during 1969 and
1970..
,
Apodaca graduated from·
UNM in '1957 with a
Bachelor of Science degree in
education.. He then taught
history at Valley High School
from 1957-1960.
. Apodaca defeated five
Democratic opponents in the
.June primary election to gain·
his party's nomination. His
'clOHSt challenger was State
- Sen. Tibo Chavez who.
· Apodaca beat by more than
10,000 VQtes.
.
... Apodaca has spent close to
$180,000 since the pri-mary·
election. He has set a
spending ceiling of $200;000.
One third of his budget has
gone to media.
· Stresses Education
Apodaca· stressed
education as "top priority"
in his ~ampaign for governor..
HEducation is the key t6 our
future. With it we will have

I

the .AlP ticket on a possible
deal he made with Wallace at
the Democratic convention
in 1972.
"Wallace called his
delegates and asked them tO
. vote to seat the Daley ·
delegation," Gonzales said.
"I think he made a deal with
Wallace."
Possible- Upset
Gonzales said that despite·
the Apodaca lead in the
poJis; he thinks Skeen is
gaining fast and there could
be a "definite upset."
feel.about R_eagan as a
"Apodaca hasn't
runmng mate for Wallace,"
gained-he's stayed. in the
same p1ace for months,"
Gonzales said. "Skeen is
picking ~P fast."
"I. wouldn't be at all
"I keep remembering
surpn~ed ~ see them on the when
the Gallup . poll said
AlP t1cket m 76. Reagan has Dewey would beat Harry
the support of 50 per cent ~f
Truman. The fint edition of
the Republican party-and some of th-e newspapers
Wallace has 30 percent of the
Democrats. They'd be actually said Dewey won.
'lben when they counted the
unbeatable."
Gonzales said he based this , votes they had to retract the
(~ontinu~d on page.13}
theory on Daley supporting
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·Corporation Comm.·Candidates Explain Job\

•
By LYNDA. SPARBER
·Jones said he has "read a lot and equitable decisions."
'lbe two candidates runninll for · about .it," and "If the corporation
He said his positions as security
. state corporation co~J~mlssioner h~ anythinll to do with it, ·I'll manager for ACF Industries and
·. · · haw . more · problems that jUst look into it."
Kennecott'Copper Corporation, as
· ·lettm11 the people know who they·
Rudolph, 33, who claims to be· a labor coat accountant and
are: the:V have to inform the · · the YOUIJIIC&t penon seeking a criminal investi11ator as well as
public what a •tate corporation state. office, satd as s corporation preaent owner of Bo·Mar, In,c. in
commissioner ia. ·
.
.
c.ommissioner,. he . would· "b- Gallup (a· busineu which consiatl
. : 'lbe ~tion 'Ia' beint soulht by decision on facts in the record. ·
of a· Taco Bell and a Baskin
.RepubUcan. ·Robert; F.· Jones of . ·· "I won't promise tllis or &bat. I Robbins) haw provided him with
I
!
Gallup and .Democrat· Cbule• will be as fair as 1 know how. I a varied backtround.
. .don't believe in promises if I don't
He said he does not profeu "to
Rudolph of Santa Fe. · ·
Within the stat.e 0 &be lmowillcankeepthem:"
be expert on telephone•
Corporation .Commillion h._ the · . · Varied Background ·
•.. insurance .•. (or) freight,"·
po:wer to., replate ehaqea and · Jones· taid he felt' the but he doe• feeriae lias, as a put
. ratea of telephone, expl!u• Corporation Commission needed ·.state aenator, taken the interest of
raUwa)', telellfap~, tran111111~on. someone "with a varied the people of the state to heart.
and common carrJer !)ompanJes as backfround to come to reasonable ·
Rudolph said the Bachelor of
1Jell as controllinll ~e activities of
::~~1'!·1'0';07'~?""r:7"7"""'7~,..
· insurance companies. ·
"". .
!.!'
i
· 'lbe commission also serves as
.!
fire marshall, pipeline . safety
1,
: . af·napecaltolr,N.and Mcha!terindg offit~
· ··
or .
ew,
exaco. . omes ac·
corporations.
.
. .·
· ·When questioned .about . 'the
. present telephone rates' in New
Mexico, both candidates agreed .
that if economic · growth· is
effected adversely by ·denial of a
. rate increue, then the commission
is bound to grant one.
Rudolph pointed out, though
that a company such as the
telephone company . "baa to
justify rate incre-s .•• (and)
prove that it would help the
. :.
state."
·
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Congressional Race Goes To Wire

.~

i .
~

§· ·.

f.

Arts . he received at ·Highlands "proper rate structure to continue 1:1 ._1
University, his attendance in Law to help students."
!: ..
o
By JOSEPH MONAHAN
School in Washington, D.C., and
Republican candidate Jones '< '
'8 The race for New Mexico's
his experience in state government advised that students look to the
4
..:I northern congressional district
(he also served as executive Corporate Commission as. a 0
r
~ seat may go down to the wire.
director of .the Human Rights "consumer advocate," a place • ...
• .~ Accordin~ to the·polls, most of
Commission) "•mply qualifies" . where people "look after your S'i ,)
0 · the miiJOr races this fall are
interests an·d prevent you f
·•
·" runaways, but three term
h im
Have Phones
being ehargedexcessiwly."· rom ( .5
Republican Congressm;m Manuel
Asked how the Corporation
Both candid11tes will establish a
~ L.ujan .has a battle on his hands.
Commission· can directly affect 'first' if they win the election. ~ . :,
:.- ·Lujan's.challenger, Democratii: Lt.
and benefit the students of UNM, Democrat Rudolph, 33, would be .. "':.······ ·' ~ Gov' Roberto Mondragon was
Rudolph replied that "students the YOUnllest .eo.rp.orate•:S (· ·
~trailing by six points in a poll
who have apartments have a commissioner in the history of the • "'
released Monday·
a»hone" arid students usually state,andJoneswouldbethefirst
~·
Lujan,47,wonby10,000votes
require paying some sort of Re pu bliean corporatio'n
P" }n 1968, and 20,000 votes in
freight costa. He said the · commissioner the state hss had in
Commission should have a 48 years.
·

§:

SbJdents
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· Bell A "Monopoly"

j:

I, .
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(Continued on page 12)
~:a:m~p~a~i~g~n~s~t~a~t~e~m~e~n~t~w~h~e~n~!:::~::::~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:::::=:=:d

The
Gr~at Looking _Plaided
C. P.O.· Shirts and Jackets

.

.Jones called Bell Telephone. a
..
"monpoly
in the state, bqt a
1
.. JeiiUlated monopoly." · He said,
· •··.. ·however, that he is concerned
·· ,..,,. aboQt the company's practice of .
.'tacking an "extra $70 or $80 ·fee
'in a«Jdition !;().the installati!Jn and
deposit charges" irt aeveral New
·Mexico· communities' not on: a
b - ~aw f?lan. . .
·
.. . ·
On the . issue of outside
companies coming into the state
· to nationally dispense ·New
Mexico's energy reservoirs,
Rudolph said he is "all in favor"
and that it should be made sure
. that such companies "utilize
.~ · ·. inaide resources befQ,re bringing in
outside
" ·
-~

gambling in the form of slot
197 2, and by 24,000 in 1972.
•ma<:hlnes,
.
. The ·congressional campaign has
Mondragon countered the
been the most controversial of the
contests this fall. Both sides have cha~ge saying, "The mol}ey gained
accused the other of "dirty by thEl bill would have been used.
to finimce education." He asked
. politics,".
M. ondragon sa1'd h1's.statements Lujan if "he h115 found' a pattern
are inten~itmll}ly bcing taken out . in my voting record· inclined.
of context and miscronstrued." towar!l gamhlfng?" · · · . . .
Morid~;agon h<1s called Lujan's
But the Lujan people s;~id their
charges were "based on truth." term in office, "Lujan's legacy. of. ;
They sai.d Mondragon is a neglect.'! He sald Lujan has been
supporter of legalized gambling . 'absent on 25 per cent of the
and cited a 1967 vote by House votes. Lujan denied this
Mondragon favoring legalized saying, "My voting record is 80
per cent."
The candidates also differ on
wage and price controls for the
economy. Mondragon believes
"wage and price controls would
be a disaster for the state." That
position differs with an earlier

~---

The classic C. P.O. Shirts and jackets updated in
a warm wool blend plaid. Authentically detailed
shirts with flap chest pockets and jackets with
fuzzy linings to wear anywhere .. The kind of
shirts and jackets to take you most any place
. the way you want to go.
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Election 74: The Good, Bad, and Ugly
Election time is at hand again, and
though the candidates are actively campaigning, 'the people of New Mexico
aren't buying .too much. Judging from the
field of people running for office and ·
what these people have ''accomplished"
in years past, the apathy is understandable.
For the candidates themselves boring,
and save for a few examples, they sh.oufd
not be given jobs as dog catchers, Jet
alone elected to office. Hopefully, the
powers that be will throw their weight
with better choices next time. Till then,
we must grin and bear it.
·
In any event, the LOBO makes· the
following endorsements for the upcoming
election.
For U.S. Congressman from the Northem
District-Robtrto
Mondragon,
Democrat. We feel it's time for a change.
Manuel Lujan, New Mexico's incumbent
congressman, has consistently opposed
legislation important to the citazens of the
state. He backed the Nixon regime to the
bitter end, has been outspoken in his
opposition to better ties with Cuba, and
has still not sufficiently revealed his
financial assets. Mondragon appears to
have a more sympathetic outlook on the
needs of students, workers and the common people of New Mexico. In contrast,
Lujan is more interested in aiding special
interests, especially those of big business.
We feel Roberto Mondragon to be a ray
of hope in an otherwise duJI electio~ year.
For Governor of New Mexico-We
suggest that you pull the write-in lever,

=
:J ,

w

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - E d i t o r i a l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,..,
.and fill in· the name of your choice,
providing that name doesn't now appear
on .the ballot. Jerry Apodaca, tho11gh
repeatedly endorsed by liberal elements
throughout . the state, has not been
forthright in his postions on crucial issues.
When questioned by a LOBO staffer four
weeks ago about moves to make rape
laws uniform, he was not even aware of
the statutes. Likewise, when questioned
recently on campus about AUirmat1ve
Actio.n. programs, Apodaca was not familiar with what was being asked. He has
couched his s~eches in the usual rheto., ric, while fading to either inform or
commit himself on reforms we feel
deserve unadulterated support.
Joe Skeen has been m~re forthright
than Apodaca, but his views on education
and dghts of publically paid workers
alone are enough to keep up from endorsing his campaign. Skeen'.s voting record
shows him to have been regressiver wllen
a progressive outlook was needed.
As with Skeen, Gene Gonzales' bid has
been a sincere one. We cannot support it,
however, largely because of Gonzales'
lack of governmental experience.
For State Representative from District
It-Danny Lyon, Democrat. Lyon has
supported putting a student on the UNM
Board of Regents. An incumbent, he
ably represented the needs of the University district in his last stay in office. For
this Lyon· should be commended and
re-elected. We do suggest, though, that he
learn from his opponent John Folsom
and in the future, try to establish closer

§--------'-----Analysis------~-----'--

'I

ties with each citizen in his district. Folsom has canvassed the area extensively,
talking to people to find out their views.
We find thts style of campaigning exciting
as well as a move in the rtght direction.
For Secretary of State-Mary Ann
Gomez, Republican. Gomez is young.
She has been endorsed by the New Mexi-·
co Women's Political Caucus and if elected, we feel she would take the necessary
steps to initiate much needed reform.
For State Attomey General-Stephen
ReVeal, Republican. Toney . Anaya;
ReVeal's Democratic opponen~. has
shown he's not willing to stand. when a
stance for the people was needed. The
Western Skies Affair, and his:..role In it,
are enough to keep him from public
office. Though ReVeal has not given us
an outstanding campaign, a vote for him
would be a vote for an adequate Attorney
General.
'
For 'Bernalillo County Shedff-The
LOBO emphatically endorses neither of
the candidates running for sheriff. The
office itself should be abolished· in favor
of incorporating it into the city police
structure. Until it is, we suggest citizens
boycott voting for a sheriff. particularly
when those running are as poor in caliber.
as Lester Hay and Joe Wilson.
In other races, we endorse the following people who we feel merit special
attention.
County Commission-Robert Hawk,
Democrat.
County Treasurer-Tim Eichenberg,
Democrat.
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Jly JOSEPH MOfofAHAN
Apodaca has lang since garnered
Congress Race Close
With. Jess than one week to the vates that he needs ta sweep
In tlte race far congress it is tao
.~campaign and with the polls
him inta office.
close. ta call for sure, but Lujan
~ indicating a near landslide victory
Apodaca would have presented has a slight edge. The polls shaw a
-~~ for his opponent, Joe Skeen 't - a
tough. obstacle to any 6 point lead for him, but he has
~ hope to become the next governor Republican challenger, but Joe lost enough support to put him in
.v of New Mexico will probably Skeen has nat played his politics danger of losing the seat hi! had
remain a hope. Skeen is 16 points right. He got off the track on the held for six years. But if
2 behind in the lastest poll. At this gambling issue and has become Mondragon 'is to succeed he will
~ point it is hard to conceive Skeen
tangled within Apadaca's· need to excite mare people about
, .
:z; closing the gap.
personality on other issues as well. his candidl){:y. Apadaca may
• Skeen's main problem, like that Thus he has faiiE!d ta emphasize prove strong !enough to pull in
':of his fellow Republicans his awn image and develop an same badly needed votes, but at
111 throughout the country, is the
issue.
tltis paint it \>auld appear
•rl! effect of Watergate and the failing
Apodaca's campaign theme is Mondragon would need more than
•
ecronom:9'. As t,he election draws education-something that has a week to overcome Lujan, His
• ..• ·ne<ir-.it is becoming apparent just enabled him to establish a campaign has been energetic, but
h·o-w d al)'faged the Republican political identity outside of being at times energetic withaut
partY" ls. Many ob!lSrvers initially a state senator. Skeen has never direction. His changing position
felt Watetgate would have little succeeded in capitalizing on the on wage and price controls has
effect on state races. As it is now, economic issUE! like he had hoped, gone unnaticed, bu L it could have
voters appear ta be either He has been left to follow up on become a major campaign issue
disillusioned or aangered. The Apodaca's proposals, which were that would have hurt.
disillusioned ones, along with the superficial but compatible with
It's surprising ta see Lujan in sa
usual section af nonvaters, his personality. Apodaca also has .much trouble, but he is an
aeeount far the extremely high taken the lead in the media drive. incumbent in an anti-incumbent
undeeided vate. The angered ones He comes across well while Skeen year. His identificatian with the
$8 goin.g for the Democrats. The
seems to be trying toa hard ta be Nixon administra~ion docsn 't help
m.e:od i,s one af "throw the bums "straightforward and honest."
matters either.
0l:llt" and llbe bums this time
~nd are bhe Republicans.
ll',be lltepu blican s are now
Republican Bickerings
Mondragon's Strength
~h11d in,(l)ependents in voter
Bickering within the
The main strength af
~m'l; in reality they are a
Republican ranks over who should Mondragon is not in Lujan's
~ IJIIWfliV, With a Deomcralic
geL what money and what weakness, but in his own base of
~ fill lilt least 35 House seats
campaigns should be emphasized support which even Mondragon
~elfi!IJ, the Republicans will
prabnbly has not hurt Skeen, but seems to be unaware af at times .
. ~ ~~W.oubles.
the development of "Republicans 'finough the office of lieutenant
for Jerry Apodaca," does not help gavernar, two terms in the state
Skeen's candidacy.
House, and a bid for the
Skeen's last week of Democratic senate nomination in
Watergate & Economy
campaigning will be spent tauring, 1972, Mondragon has gained a lot
Although the economy and the state. That will be his final of followers. He e_mpltasizes !tis
•Watergate are influencing the mistake of the campaign. Skeen connection with Gavemor King,
· cvoters in a profound way Skeen needs to win heavily in which helps break the political ice
could be. in better shape than he is Albuquerque's narlheast heights if with the right wing element which
now i£ he !tad launched !tis "blit:~:" he is to offset· Apodaca's big views Mondr11gon as 11n
6!p>lier, tather than waiting for the margin in the valley. In addition if "ultraliberal."
f'mal week. Apadaca had sewed up Skeen had concentrated more
Mandragon's sharp attacks on
large blocs of votes before Skeen time in Bernalillo caunty and had Lujan have not backfired; in fact
had his campaign moving in high develaped some strategy to b!'tter they are responsible for muclt of
•gear. Because of Skeen's poar handle his time, he may ltave the attention he has been
timing he is left fighting for votes come close. Instead Skeen will receiving. Getting Lujan on the
that are already in the Apadaca probably lose big as he applies his defensive has been no easy task
camp. Peaple will. get ta know energy in a too·little, too·late but now that he has him there
Skeen in tltis final week, but effort.
Mondragon will go at him with

S

Thunderbird Backed
Editor:
As a current staff member of the
Thunderbird magazine I would just like
to say that I am in complete agreement
with the opinions that were expressed
by the Thunderbird's current editor,
Jeff Ni!tobert, in last Friday's edition
of the Lobo.
Like Mr, Ni!tobert, I feel that
photographs, graphics, and cartoons
are as important to the content of the
magazine as the poetry and stories.
Those 1/1/ho feel that the main focus of
this publication should be mostly

literature fail to recognize the fact
drawings and other 'art mediums have
preceded the written work for
centuries.
Lastly, that remark which stated
that the cartoons in last year's issues
just didn't fit is rather strange. The
editbr and the staff of last year's issues
felt that they did fit in and that's why
they were included.
By the way some of those cartoons
were done by me.
George M. Coston

•

would assert that this is not tru·e.
Perhaps the myth that Jerry
Apodaca has the "youth vote"
wrapped up was given further credence
because of his recent endoresement by
the Associated Students of New
Mexico, As Associate Director of
ASNM, I would like to set the record
straight on that endorsement. In view
of the fact th~t only five of the nine
member schools were present at the
time of the endorsement, and only
four of those voted in the aifirmative, I
do not believe the 1lndorsament reflects
the beliefs of the orgMization, much
leS'l of the entire student populous of

Editorial Board

New Mexico. I would encourage
university students around the state to
question the wisdom of the
endorsement and to question the
political motives of the Student Body
Presidents of the University of New
Mexico, the University of
Albuquerque, New Mexico Hi!tolands
University, and the New Mexico
lMtitute of Mining and Technology in
pushing this endorsement througli.
Contrary to the myth, young people
are looking behind the "labels" and
they are ·finding Joe Skeen is not an
ogre of education, nor docs he discount
the views of young people,

Editor·in·Chief
Ma.naging Editor
Scott Eaton
•
Spo rts Ed't
.
I Of

Micltaef Minturn

Joe Skeen's, insistence on fiscal
soundness in every piece of educational
legislation has been misrepresented as
an anti-education stance. Joe Skeen
does not believe that pumping more
and more money into our educational
system is the answer to all of our
problems. He is deeply concemed
about the quality of academics on all
levels, and as Governor he would work
to provide the best educational system
New Mexico can afford, His voting
record reflects this concern for quality
as well as for fiscal soundness.
New Mexico needs a leader who
reaches decisions based on facts, rather

''Tomorrow,
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow:'
--Macbeth
Prepare for it. The earlier you
begin a life insurance program, the
less you pay. Find out about the
CollegeMaster plan.

The M.isconceptions Covering Yquth Vote.
Dear Editor:
As a student involved in New
Mexico politics, I feel compeiled to
point out some of the rampant
misconceptions concerning the "youth
vote" and the upcoming election. ·1 n
this campaign, as in most, the
candidates have been categorized and
labelled. The Democratic caNdidate for
Govemor appears to have been labelled
"education and youth orientated."
With this "label" some assume the
Democratic candidate will carry the
"yooth vote" and that Joe Skeen, the
Republican candidate, will get only a
neQ!igible portion of these votes. I

Apodaca, Lujan Have Campaign Advantage

than on "Political expediency," New
Mexico )tOters between eigljteen and
twenty·five are concerned about the
gut-level facts, and they won't be
fooled by images.
I believe the answer is clear. The
man is Joe Skeen.
Sincerely,
Kathy Southard
President,
Associated Students
Eastern New Mexico
University

Call the l'idelity l'nion CollegeMaster®
l'ield Associate in your area:
Please 'rtlephone 165-66.1/
Ed il()ykin
Brad Bramer

Damon Coberht Tom Tidball

Nancy Crane Rheanna M:~rvus
. Imogen Upton

full force, But Lujan and !tis
strategist, Leo Zani, are no fool~.
They canducted a law-key
campaign and have only in the
past· few days come out .strang. It
seems they plan an winning on
the basis of Lujan's title of
"Congressman."

Wbetl)er the antaganism against
Lujan can be mustered to a point
where he could lose his seat will
be answered Navember 5. One
thing can be said, if Lujan wins
this time, he's gaing to be even
tougher to lieat in the future,

'
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An cverchanging gallery of clothing, books,
tapestries, leather and surprises from Latin
America.

'P~,

9He.

Dietz Fum• Plaza

4022

ROBERT M. HAWK, DEMOCRAr
COUNTY COMMISSION
DISrRICT3
ON BUSES:
"People wUI ride the bus If they
CQn find it. But our bus 1'outes
wind through many neighborhoods
and end up someplace you don't
wont to go. Our bus system
should MtVe city and county, and
routes should be direct along grid
lines, so we Cllln find the bus."

300 CORONADO SHOPPING CENTER NE

Florsheim's SULTAN boot reJects the powerfully
cltssicallines of the Ottoman Empire! Enhance your
wardrobe-smooth and comfortable at any court
function, or for everyday wen too. Has plain toe,
zipper, rubber heel and leather sole. Gold smooth
calf. 7 to 13
38.95
Florsheim's TRIESTE" is as dynamic as tht Italian
seaport of the ume name. Show off this bicycle
frontn strap and buckle. side gore demi·boot at your
nextlasagne party! Fuly leather "ned with keystone
heel. Antique gold or black kid, 7 to 13 44.9 5
Florsheim has found the secret of comfort. The
D·RING SLIP· ON keeps you relaxed throught the
meetings with the boss, and even those mandatory
cocktail parties. Has plain toe with leather strap
trim. Rubber eel. and leather sole. Toast brown or
black grained calf. 7 to 14

29.95
Men's shoes.
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No Controversies County_ Treasurers Race
·Youth
Versus
Experience
Or Key Issues
._In Treasury Race
'

By ORLANDO MEDINA
There are no key issues or boiling controversies involved in the
race for State treasurer.
The question is who will receive
and disburse all state monies, be in
office for four years ;md receive
$20,000 a year salary.
Edward M. Murphy, a 63 year
old Democrat from Albuquerque
and John L. Gibbs, a 49-year-old
Republican from Santa Fe, are
running for an office controlled by
strictlegislative_guidelines and subject to change only by the legislalure.
The position is primarily administrative, restrictive and equipped
wilh a professional staff.
Contact with the university
comes with issuance of funds for
the New Mexico Student Loan
program and, if introduced and
passed, a New Mexico Student
Grant Program.
Both candidates said the loan
program was good and effective
but Gibbs said he was inclined
toward the programs because he
had two children in college.
Major decisions could be in the
area of what banks state funds

Gibbs said that all the New
Mexico banks have state deposits
and should, but the Albuquerque
National Bank had carried' the
bonds for the student loan program
and should receive some type of
consideration.
Neither candidate say any possible future changes in the office to
make it more responsive to the
state.
The restrictive guidelines could
be changed by the legislature and
Gibbs said that if he discovered
any inequities he would r.ush for
legislation to expand the auties of
the office,
Murphy said that even though he
saw no future changes the question
was still a big "if."
The treasurer also makes no po·
!icy decisions other than whether to
continue in the same traditional
lines as his predecessor. Gibbs described the responsibility of the oflice: "The State Auditor is like a
checkbook and the treasurer is like
a bank statement."
In the field of experience for the
job, Murphy has been an assessor
and government auditor while
Gibbs has been an accountant and
w.:;,;:o;::u~ld~b~e;;;d~ep!::o~s=it=-:e::d..:i=n=.
an assistant comptroller.
--------------,
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SEMINARINVENTURECAPITAL 1
1
FOR SMALL BUSINESS
I The ~oune will rocu10n problems I
1 eMountoml In the lnlllatlon and I
1 a<qulsltlon ohmall buslneues, Con· I
I
I olde,.tlon"Ill be Kl••n to the areas
1
I
orJaw, •~counting, flnandng,
I
ltnarketln~ management and organlotlon.l
1
1

1

Prerequlsil"": 301.3119,310,312,326
1 The couBe will be olfucd In theoprlng
5emesler,•tartlngJanuify, 1975.
II The Instructor will Martin 1•.Mondlltk.

The contest for Bernalillo County treasurer has
become a classic debate between youth and experience,
The Democratic contender, P. T. "Tim" Eichenberg, is a 22-year-old UNM student who offers
"youth, energy, education and experience."
His Republican opponent, Henry Reed, has
been the county's deputy treasurer for the past
three years, and has had in-depth experience in tax
·studies, managemellt analysis and engineering.
Eichenberg called for "a more modern approach
-to the collection and storage of tax dollars." In
addition, he said he would like to see the work
load more evenly distributed amoung treasury
employees abd attacked the Republicans who have
held the treasury office for the past four elections.

BRING QUICK
I
I
I
RESULTS
1
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Raising the quality of
education is a· key issue for
~.Republican John Folsom, and
.~'Democrat Dan Lyon, (candidates
!l for the state legislature from
::?4 District 11, which encompasses
!!: the university). .
Lyon said he supported bills
• which were intended to increase
'; teachers' salaries statewide, and to
~ allow schools to hire enough
=-teachers to lower the
student teacher ratio, However, he
said that there are 87 autonomous
school boards in . New Mexico
which make the final decision
concerning the allocation of theh•
funds. Lyon said the legislature
would I1ave to send mandates to
tliese boards if they wanted to

'a

' :*

wouldbeopposedtothisbecause
it would violate the schools'
academic freedom.
Folsom' said teachers would get
higher pay if they were better
teachers. He said currently the
university's college of education
attracts students because of its
reputation for easy grading. He
said if something were done to
col·rect this situation, the state
would get fewer, better teachers,
who would then get better pay.
Folsom said that the money
currently spent on education is·
misdirected.
He said, "if we'd quit spending
money 011 stupid things like
cultural centers, and start
spending it on education, the stat<!

•
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''They have passed the treasurer's position ·to
their' deputies," said Eichenberg. "This .can lead to
stagnation and, eventually, deterioration of any
organization."
·
Reed stands on a .solid record of experience in
the treasurer's office. During the past year, the
county treasurer's office handled 163,000 property
tax assessments more than last year, and has
actually managed to lower property taxes in some
cases.
Eichenberg has worked intermittently in the
~
treasurer's office for the past four years and is • ""
active in working for the Arthritis Foundation.
Reed is active in the Inter-Church Agency and the ~
Martineztown House of Neighborly Services.
t

New Course Offering
First Jump Course through
Advanced

Freerall Certified Instructors
CaiUim Stewa;t247-823S EYe:.
or Jack Andmon

would be better off.,,.
Concerning bilingual
education, Lyon said he was "all
for it." He said the state must
respect the attorney general's
ruling that children are entitled to
an education in their native
language.
Folsom said, "we must be
careful not to use 'bilingual
education as a ·crutch. The
children must speak English."
On the issue of women's rights,
Lyon said he was tbe prime
of the bnl which ca11ed
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committee 011 the status of
women, He said he supported
both the state and federal
amendments for equal rights fol'
women. He said while the
legislature could' possibly
appropriate more money to
women's concerns, most of
the legislature's wol'lt in that area is
finished.
Folsom said, "I don't sec
anything w1·ong with women's
rights. What I don't like is women
getting jobs without meeting the
same 1·equirements that men
would have to meet."
In regard to the bill to allow 18
year·olds to <hink, Lyon said he
hoped it would pass during the
twxt session.
Folsom said he could not
support an 18 year·old drinking
law bC"cause "lh<'re nn• too many
18 y<!ar·olds who are still in high
school." He said that he could
support a bill to allow 19
ycar-olds to drink, however.
In ad.dition to chan{,ling iltc
drinking age, Folsom said he
would support a bill to
decriminalize ma1·ijuana. He said
this was a critical issue, altd if the
topic did not come in the
Iegislatut·e, he would bring it up,
Solving New Mexico's
economic problems is one of the
key issues in boUt candidates'
campaigns.
Lyon said New Mexico has
been on a bad trend economically
since 1963. He said economic
development is the solution. "I'm
carrying every bill that several
indus t.r i at development
organizations can come up with,"
Lyon said.
He said New Mexico should give
a tax break to companies who
process natural resources within
the state.
• However, Lyon said New
Mexico cannot expect to attract
much industry because it is too
far from raw materials and
consumers. He said New Mexico
could attract warehousing and
trucking businesses, though.
Lyon also supports n program
to attract senior citizens to New
Mexico, an increase in the state
employees' minimum wages, and
stronger illegal alien laws,
"I would wholeheartedly
endorse a standing committee on
economic affairs, or even a special
session of the legislature on that
topic," Lyon said.
Folsom, however, said he
would be opposed to an ecnoinil!
conference. "Everyone knows the
problems. The question is whether
they are going to do anything
about them. Economic
conferences don't do any good.
They're a put·on, and I don't like
(continued on
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.. .BEN C 'KEITH
' Democrate for
COUNTY COMMISSION DIST. IV
"I understand both the Free
enterprise system and the
problems of t~e people."
PAID FOR BY THE BEN C KEITH
COUNTY COMMISSION COMMITTEE

It's easy to just buy a plant, but
choosing the right plant can often be
Cbnfusing. At the True American our
plants are personally selected to
thrive in today's interiors. Simply:
we don't just seH plants-we help
you select the right plant, guaran·
teed growing and heahhy, for your

we offer an exciting selection of
Green Thumb accessories-from
basic terra cotta pots. fertilizer and
potting soil. to exotic decorative
containers and cache pots.
Come in today, there's alwavs
plenty of advice for the leaf-lorn.
We're located at 3004 Central S.E.

has done alot for ~ . .
Education
Health
Government Reform
Tax Reform
Equal Rights
and he'll do a 1ot more
Re-Elect Bill Warren
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Sec'y ·OfState Can Be
PoWerful State Office
By GAIL GOT'I'LIEB
The office of secretary of state
is an office easily accessible to
women who wish to enter the
political arena, and it can be a
I!Urprisingly powerful office.
The secret'ary of state is
responsible for harrassing the
unfortunate candidate who fails
to comply with campaign

refrain from ou.trageous
intimidation during voting, and
that votes are tallied acc'ording to
common mathematical laws.
When she is not policing
elections, the secretary of state
handles much of the executive
and legislative paperwork, serves
on several boards, issues
trademarks, and occasionally acts

Anna Halprin
Sunday Nov. 3

Shoring Rituo.l
Open to non-dancers
Carlyle Gym
Please bring food
for sharing ritual
$10.00 Fee

as a matchmaker for agencies
whose needs and services
complement each other.

No Incumbent
An onseure bylaw written into
the constitutional description of
this office prevents the secretary
of state from serving two
consecutive wrms, so neither
candidate is attempting to
dislodge an incumbtmt this year.
Ernestine Evans, the Democ1'alie
candidate for the office, has
served as secretary of stale twice,
and is so firmly entrenched in Uw
party machinery that she
probably qualifies as au
"incumbent" for all practical
purposes.
Mary Ann Gomez, the
Republican candidate, has also
served her time in various state
offices, Experience in the state
planning office, where she helped
organize a management

...Q

Evans has based most of her
campaign on her· previous
experience as secretary of state,
and declined to speculate on
possible plans she might initiate if
elected. "The whole scope of the
office is set up in the constitution,
and that's all that is expected,"
she said.
Gomez has based her campaign
on the · strength of her "new
approach."
"New Mexico needs someone
who is more than just a
super-clerk. We need someone who
will. act as a leader in campaign
reforms. We can streamline the
election bureau. This office can
act as an information and referral
source for other agencies and for
citizens."
Both women were temporarily
flummoxed during an ASUNM.
grilling earlier in Ute year whenr
Linda McCreary (of the Rape
Crisis Center) asked their views on,
abOl'tion.
,
Since then they have had a
chance to refine their views on
various feminist issues.
Gomez wants to work with
women "to sec that Utey are
better represented on some boards
and encourage them to run for
office.'' She felt tlJat women
made more sensitive politicians,
and wanted to see more day care
centers. Abortion was still a
delicate issue, but she said that
"some legislation to prevent
butchering young girls" was
necessary.
Evans, who was a representative.
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Campaign Reform
The hullabaloo over campaign
refonns has thrown the. office of
secretary of state into a
particularly powerful position tbis
year. The candidates had differing

.

(continued on page 10)
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views on their ability to· initiate
campaign reforms.
Gomez said, "There's sa much
to be done. Besides the usual
functions, I would like to work
with the voting machine board to
devise a booklet telling people
how to use the voting machines. I
would like to see this office
initiate registration drives, instead
of leaving that up to the parties.
There are also a lot of ways this
office could be abused, if you had
a person who was careless in
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from Rio Arriba county when she
was 21, felt that women are not
oppressed. "They oppress
themselves. They complain. a lot,
but they don,'t do anything.about
it." She was also in favor of day
care centers, but felt that abortion
was "ridiculous with the variety
of contraception available.
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information system, has made her
aware of the potential for a
similar system within the state
secretary's office,
"I would improve the filing
system and implement a
management information system
using modem techniques, There
would be a free flow of
information in and out of the
office," Gomez said.
Another function of this office
is the publication of the "blue
book," an index to the legislative
and executive maze, Gomez would
also like to see this book include a
section on every state agency.
"You see so many people that
have got a problem that can be
solved easily, they just don't
know where to go with ii. If we
could cross· refer people, we could
help them get in touch with the
right people," she said.

Experience lis
"New Approach"

expenditure rules, or violates
petition filing laws, or in other
ways infringes upon the election
code or the hallowed bylaws of
the election bureau.
,.
The secretary of state is also, as
pne candidate put it, "the mother
hen of county clerks.," assuring
that local precincts and counties
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R~Veal Links Anaya to Norvell

By MICHAI!;L O'CONNOR ·
The major issues in the race for
attorne_l general have centered
around .questions concerning present Attorney General David Norveil's handling of the office and
each candidate's qualifications for
the state's top legal post.
·
In a highly aggressive, Skeenesque campaign, Republican Steve
ReVeal has attempted to link
Democrat Toney Anaya to Norvell
through his now famous attorney
general opinions, the Victorio Peak
gold contracts and Anaya's involvement with the Western Skies Hotel
tax controversy.
"We've seen where the attorney
general (Norvell) and Toney
Anaya entered into a law suit in
1973," ReVeal said, "and settled a
tax claim against the Western Skies
Hotel and others for $530 when the·
clalJ!l was in excess of$150,000.

Beyond AG'.s Scope

;

"I have reviewed this case," he
said, "and this kind of thing should
not be done now or at any time. It
is beyond the scope of the attorney
general." ·
However Anaya said that as attorney general he would not intervene in and settle tax cases so the
state would lose money or without
following proper procedures.
"In any matter, tax or otherwise,
that comes before the attorney
general's office," Anaya said, "the
agency involved will be counseled
and its approval obtained before
proceeding."
Both men were displeased with
the contracts Norvell made con·
cerning the Victorio Peak gold.
•
"I was not happy with the colitracts," Anaya said. "I · would
disregard the contracts if I thought
they were not legally or properly
entered into."

State Property Given

Re~eal was more adamant about
. the situation, saying that. in the
contracts Norvell had given away
state property. He said the nature
of the contracts made it possible
for "unknown persons" represented by F. Lee Bailey to take anything in the state and pay 25.-per
cent for it He said "Norvell's sign·
ing the contracts was an abuse of
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There. was agreement between r-=====·========~-====-r--------------.....;...----1 ~
the two cansfidates concerning the
r;·
0
numerous legal opinions Norvell
t:;
issued to just about anyone who
~
asked for oiie,
'<
"These opinions are very import"
•
!ant in our legal system," Anaya
g,
0
said. "Seventy-five per cent of the
AG opinions are never challenged
.0
in court-they are the law, lhey tell
"<:r0'""
what the law is.
r
..."'
"I have set'down strict guidelines
C/0
and controls to insure that only
.o
those who are qualified under the
....
law would get opinions or advisory
-4
letters," he continued, "and only if
they have something to do with the
individual's official capacity or any
~biect pending before them."
. ReVeal said only state agencies
and state officials, including legislators, and no one else are eligible
to recl:!ive these opinions.
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Restrict Opinions
"The statutes are very clear as to
who is. entitled to receive opinions
of the attorney general and I would
restrict .these opinions, formal or
informal, to those persons designated by the statutes," he said. •
ReVeal said Anaya has worked
mostly in politics and has little
legal experience.
"Mr. Anaya's experience has
bee!! that of an assistant in political
affairs and has been very nominal
in experience in legal affaris,"
ReVeal said.

CAMPAIGN74
Anaya has been a legislative aide
to Sen. Joseph Montoya, administrative assistant and legal advisor to
Governor Bruce King, ·assistant
Santa Fe district attorney and is
now Santa Fe County attorney.
"I would run the attorney
general's office as a law office, not
a political office as has been the
case in the last four years," ReVeal
said.

Running Office
Anaya said it took more than just
legal experience, which he had, to
run the attorney general's office.
"You need an individual who
knows how to run an office, how to
work with a staff and who knows
the legislature, knows the executive
branch and the judicial branch,"
A
said. "From that stand

Challenger Joe Wilson

'

Tony Anaya

I feel that my qualifications far
exceed my opponent's."
ReVeal has been the Carlsbad ·
city attorney and a practicing attorney for I 'I years.
Anaya said he would increase
the powers of the Consumer
Protection Divlsion of the attorney
general's oll'lce with "additional

personnel, financing and resptmsibilities."
ReVeal said he would not increase the division's powers, but
would "demand that the consumer

(continued from page 8)

can~'"

I

Conservation of New Mexico's
resources has been a rather
neglected campaign issue, and in
any case, it is one that the
secretary of state will have little
control over.
Recognizing this,· Gomez said,
"The legislature needs to ..work
closely with the energy task force
to ·keep the Federal Power
Commission from forcing us to
send out out energy without
assuring us of enough for our own
needs.

!•
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law man, He should be elected by
the people and run as many tim!ls
the people want him .

Hay's Last Term
"By the time they do it (merger)
·I'll be out. This is my last term, and
I'm going to retire after this."
Sheriff Hay does not like the
idea of using women on patrol. f(e
said, "I'm not against them, but I
just wouldn't want one of 'lhem
hurt or killed, The Albuquerque
Police Department can get help to
them. In the· county we have too
much territory. Some of the men
have a hard time getting by."
Hay added, however, that he
does have two women detectives.
"I think we should have
women," Wilson said, "especially
on rape because women will talk to
another woman."
Wilson said he does plan to hire
women as regular patrolpersons,
but "I won't have too many, just a
certain percentage of them."
Hay and Wilson agree, to a certain extent, on the plight of Republican candidates, the need for a
new county jail, the necessity of a
stronger county review board, and
against striking police unions.

Watergate and the Sheriff
how the · Watergate

Asked

(Continued on page 12)
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By HAROLD SMITH
Two old hands, incumbent
Republican Lester 1-{ay and his
Democrati~ opponent:1'ormer She.
riff Joe Wilson, are facing each
qther in Tuesday's election for Ber·
nalillo Co. sheriff.
Both say the other is a crook, and
both say the other mismanages and_
hires unqualified personnel.
On issues like marijuana decrim·
inalization, city-county police
merger and women officers they
have differing opinions or solutions. Con~erning marijuana, Hay
said, "I'm against the use of and
the selling of it. Of course, it's not
as bad as the hard stuff like heroin.
The federal government ought to
take over all heroin (clinically dispensed). That would eliminate a lot
of crime."
· "We have to abide by the laws,"
Wilson said, "A lot of people are
using it, but it's up to the doctors to
decide whether it's harmful or not.
"They've decriminalized mari·
juana pretty well now, anyway. It's
a high court misdemeanor. The Jaw
.is not too strict on a guy who
doesn't have bundles of it.''
Wilson is neither for nor against
a city-county police merger, but he
is more receptive toward the idea
than Hay. "It's up to the people,"
Wilson said. "If they decide to
merge, I think the city-county merger should be run by the sheriff. I
do want to centralize city and
county communications. This way
everybody will know how an officer is doin~."
Hay said, "No. The only way
would be with the sheriff as the top
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hair desig(l
for• men
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Sec'y of State
following the election code, or
checking expenditure sheets for
candidates, or not seeing that
precincts had the correct tallies.
This office could also be a focal
point for intitiating campaign
reform."
Evans also supported campaign
reform, sayinl;l, "I would speak
before groups and tell them .'If
you want to make campaign
reforms I'll help you any way I

protection division of my o~Ytce
vigorously enforce the statutes now
in effect in order to afford the
consumers all the protection to
which they are entitled,"

LIMIT
ONE AD
. .
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Two Old Hands Vie
· (Continued (rom page 11) ,
problems of Republican candidates
may affect his re•election bid, Hay
said, "It will rrobably affect it
somewhat,. but don't think it will
hinder my election. I'll just lose a
few votes."
"I know a lot of Republicans
who are going . to vote for me,"
Wilson said, "but I don't think

Watergate will help us too much.
''The Democrats better pound
the streets ifthey want to win.''
Both candidates say that the present county jail needs to be
replaced. Hay said, "We need a
brand new jail. It should remain
under the correction departmt;nt's
control, and it should be as near to
the courthouse as possible."
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the need for new energy resources
and maintain that the allowance is
an incentive to the companies.
Lujan warned voters not to
elect Mondragon to congress
because he is backed by the
AFL-CIO labor union which
Lujan said is trying to gain a
veto-proof congress for the
Democrats. Lujan said Mondragon
has received $25;000. dollars from
labor groups but the Mondragon
people said the real 'figure is
13,000.
Lujan has criticized Mondragon

~~

for hi• interest in serving on U1e
Education'and Labor Committee.
Lujan said this was further
evidence that "my opponent is in
the hip pocket of George Meany."
Meany is the president of the
AFL-CIO. Mondragon said' he
wants to be on th~ committee
because Lujrut and Sen. Montoya
D.N.M. are both on the Joint
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"If they don't move, they will
all call in sick. We have our own
"I'd__ push for a better county·
jail,'' W,,ilson said, "but the judges ha~e to remodel and make better organizations. There's .the Albu- ~;:;·
said that detention is to get ·out of recreational facilities for the querque Police Association and t he 0
prisoners."
FOP (Fraternal Order of Police)." t:1
the courthouse anyway.
Wilson stressed his plan for an
Wilson accused Hay of several "'
''Civie" Jail
internal affairs division. He said, "I discrepancies. He said, "Hay's in ~
''The best location would be would have it investigate any ,
trouble. There are some people S'
right !here at the Civic Auditorium. problems an officer might have out
down
there who are not qualified g"
They could remodel it. They've in the field. We would ask why
to
be
an
officer. I would upgrade •
been thinking of selling it or tearThey·
they
fired
their
weapon?
everyone
of them to the level of ~
ing it down,
8'
would have to have an awful good other law enforcement agencies.
excuse to do that."
"Civil service would be wonder- g'
But Wilson said, "I do not favor
ful. I don't think the county merit ~
a stronger county review board . system i~ strong enough or broad 9
That's why I have internal affairs.
enough."
~
Wilson said Hay "c!idn't invesli- ;;!
Atomic Enex-gy Committee, If it'~ serious enough the FBI will
.
gate a recent case and· started
Mondragon has received the take over and prosecute."
Hay
does
not
support
a
stronger
protecting the officer right away.
endorsement of the Political
Action Committee on Education county review board because
"Also I. think Hay's inventory
which is the political arm of the "they're strong enough already."
will be way off. I understand he's
National Education Association.
No Right To Strike
missing shotguns, walkie-talkies
The group said Congressman
Hay said he does not favor the
and
tires."
Lujan is "anti-education."
establishment of striking police
On foreign affairs, Lujan unions because "I don't think they
"He only has a one per cent
attacked Mondragon for favoring have a right to strike."
con viet ion rate of his arresis," Wil"immediate recognition of
son added. "That means his ofWilson agreed, "Police don't
communist Cuba-with love."
(continued on page i5)
Mondragon replied that he is for have the right to strike or even
establishing better relations with
- .'
South and Central America and
not necessarily recognizing Cuba.
~
Both candidates are for
reducing foreim, aid and both
oppose a fede1·ally operated
national health insurance
program. They said it would be
~.,
best if done through U1e "free
enterprize ·system."
"' '.
) i \~lfl
.
Mondragon accused Lujan of
"trickery and deception. In New
Mexico he gives the impression of
helping those who need help. In
9:00-6:00
Washington D.C. he undercuts·
that assistance."
Sat.
9:00-4:00
Lujan maintained !hat he has
511 Wyoming NE 265-3668 265-3667
been responsive and open to the
people of the Northern district."
New Office 4523 4th NW 345-5301 .....

Lujan Has Slight Lead
(Continued from page 3)
Mondragon said, "We need to take
a serious look at wage and price
controls."
Mondragon said he would not
:rule out wage and price controls
indefinitely. But he added that if
we applied "wage and price .
controls today, tomorrow there
would be a million people
bankrupt the very next day."
Mondragon said if he was elected
he would convene an economic
summit to deal with the state's
economy as it related to the
federal government.
Lujan believes wage and price
con trois are necessary. He said
Mondragon would "be slow in
acting" on the economy. Lujan
said his re-election "could possibly
have the greatest economic impact
on New Mexico than any other
election in the state's history."
Lujan was awarded the
"Watchdog of the Treasury
Award" from the National
Association of Businessmen.
'
Mondragon said "Lujan likes to
'show off his little dog, but I don't
know who wants to see it."
Both men favor abandoning the
oil depletion allowance for oil
companies opera.ting overseas, but
both also favor keeping the tax
break for the companies on
domestic exploration. They cite
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*Gonz~les:* Reagan *Might. Go*AlP in 76*

~

(con_tinued from page 1)
• statement."
~
Gonzales said he's basing
~ his CaJDpaign for governor on
"common sense."
,:l
"The government meddles
3 in too many people's
] affairs." "He said he deplores
"" the U.S. foreign policy which
~ resulted in "wrecking other
country's economics by
~ inflating them with US
g:, dollars."
&: "I'm also against sending the
CIA to other countries to start
revolutions. We apparenUy did
that in Chile. By meddling in their
affairs we destroyed their
democratic process.
"In the. past being ·called ail
isolationist was considered bad.
But we are betraying our friends
with our foreign aid. ,
·
"I'm tired of a government of,
by, and for big business and not
the people,' he said.

:i'

Patriotic but Illegal
"I didn't protest against Viet
Nam because I thought it was
patriotic to fight for your

co~;~rr·it
was an illegal war-so
was the war in Korea. They were

made to protect the
individual-such as motorcycle
helmet laws and federal safety
regulation for industries.
"The individual has a
responsiblity to himself," he said.
''Employers will maintain safe
conditions because it increases
production."
He said he supported severance
taxes on minerals but that "they
shouldn't be increased to such a
point that we kill development
ltere."
"Everything we do has to be to
attract industry. We can do that
by developing a dual educational
system with provisions for
vocational education.
"With a skilled labor force we
can attract clean, non-polluting
industry."
Gonzales said New Mexico does
not have the right to build up a
huge surplus of funds and that the
money should be returned to the
people.
"States should tax but they
should spend the mon~ they get.
'l'be idea is to be service oriented.
In that belief, I'm more liberal
than Apodaca,"

Gonzales said he supported homosexuality a sickness which
welfare but would like to tighten should be treated," he said. He
up on fraud.
defended the state sodomy laws.
"Although I believe. there
"It hurts me to see welfare
fraud when I know so many · should be separation of church
people who really need the and state, you have to go to the
money," he said.
Bible sometimes, We have
He opposes legalized gambling 500,000 law11 to enforce 10
but would like to see the matter . commandments. We do the best
we can."'
put to a l'eferendum vote.
Gonzales said his campaign
He also supports 18-year-old
drinking but wants to see a expenditures will. probably come
to between 5 and 10 thousand
referendum on that matter too.
"I have great faith in the dollars.
"The biggest contribution was
educational in11titutions," he said.
No Student Regents
"But the governor should
always make sure things are fair."
He opposed appointing
students as voting regents and he
said he did not think there was
solid evidence of discrimination in
the state bar exams, but called for
the Rege~ts to investigate the
matter.
He praised the minority and
women studies programs but
opposed counacling homosexuals
as normal individuals practicing
flee expression.
"I personally consider

Apodaca Sees Education

political wars for profit-at the
(continued {rom page 1)
expense of the . blood of our b e t t e r e c o n o m i c
youth."
conditions ••• without it we
Gonzales said he also opposed
meddling in the affairs of states have no future," he said.
andtheaffairsofindividuals.
Apodaca said the
"Federal regulation is an universities in New Mexico
encroachment on individual often times duplicate their
rights. The us government should efforts. To amend that
not usurp state rights."
·
He said that federal funds often Apodaca has proposed a
had too many restrictions and coordinating council that
that "thier administrative costs would study all the
were so high that little of the universities in New Mexico
:~=1~~· actually reached th~d repo~ to the governor's
"But in many cases the need office on the needs pf the
for federal money comes because future. The council would be
the state fails. New Mexico needs composed of a Regent
federal funds-i~ ~e cut. ~em off member from each of New
we'd be comm1 ttmg sUICide. But
. .
,
.
we have to look at the restrictions Me X 1 C 0 s six pub he
and beware."
universities.
Opposes Safety Laws
Apodaca has been
Gonzales said he opposed laws endorsed by the. Political

TRY A1J€C BUTT€RMILK.
IT DO€SNrT COM€
FROM A COW.

Action· Committee on
Education (PACE), which is
the political ann of the
National Education
Association. He has also
received the support of the
New Mexico Associated
Students-a group that is ·
composed of student senate
members from the state's
universities.
Both of t h e s e
endorsements have been
criticized by members of the
organizations for being
unrepresentative. PACE has
contributed $1,000 to the
Apodaca campaign as has the
president of UNM's Board of
Regents, Calvin Hom.
Higher Salaries
Apodaca cites the salaries
(continued on page 14)
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Our. winter session·, Part II starting Nov. 4
- Dec. 20, will open by offering a seven
week course for begijl n ing and
Intermediate students. Classes will be
taught in wheel throwing· technique. Day
and evening classes are offered, studio
space is available to both students and
nonstudents. Registration will commence
Immediately through Nov. 4th on a first
coma basis.
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of rhe onc1ent A7tPc wee!~

~

FINE SELECTION OF
DOMESTIC & IMPORTED
WINES AVAILABLE

Day and Evening Classes Offered

111 Harvard SE

~

Keg Dep. -$12.00

The Gibson
"All-American"·Banjo!
l.

i2

~ keg $15.32 plus tax
Taps Available -$25.00 Dep.

~
'::tm.

~

•

COORS & SCHLITZ
~ keg $25.48- plus· tax

~

I

2"2-2151

·Ii£

Cold Keg Beer

C•ramic Flrl:s
Montezuma··
Tequila 13unermill~

from my dad," he said. "I also
sold a load 'of scrap metal at1d we
had a flea market and a raffle to
raise funds.
"My support comes from the
poor people of the state," be said.
"Lujan and Runnels objected to
published personal finance
statements because it leaves them
open to extortion and kidnapping.
But I don't have that much
money. I don't care."
Gonzales attended UNM and
the U of A. He owns a trading
post west of Gallup.
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Apodaca Sees EducationAsCampaignPriority~
.Albuquerque,butinfulf:tl.ling
of New Mexico's teachers as that concept the rest of the
the major obstacle. in' state should not be ignored.
upgrading education .. Apotlaca said he thinks "we'
. . Teacher's salaries outside of can do more in regional
the universities rank 20 per development,"' instead of
cent below the .national more statewide programs.
average. Apodaca has said he ·
Vocational Schools
would recommend higher
Apodaca also sees a need
pay .for ,teachers to the state for the deyelopment· of
legislature.
·
technica-l and vocational
. A.systemoffundingcalled schools "that put people
differential funding will back to work and off
likely be considered in the welfare." As with the new
next session of the university programs,
legislature. Generally, this Apodaca said he would like
typeofformulawouldfund the emphasis on local
according to class sizes rather control.
If elected, Apodaca would
than by the total amount ·of
students in the entire school. . be the first Spanish surnam~d
Although he has not governor since 1918. Under
reviewed thEt method his education program,
in-depth, Apodaca. said what bilingual education would be
he does know of the proposal "enc;ouraged" and funding
is-favorable.
. "would go to those districts
He claims "the real issue that need it."
. d IS
.
.
to any .,LOrmu1a d ev1se
Governor Kmg
has been
· 'd h e as k -e d t o giVe
·
Ian d gran t
money, " an d h e sa1
w o u 1d be prepared to . leader Reies Lopez
. . . TiJ'erina a
recommend more mo~ey. As par?on from ~Is Jail s_entence
far. as lo?~·ran~e fundmg fodr which .he Is ~ervmg· for
Universities 'dls conc~r.:ne ' C?nductmg ~ ratd on the
Apodaca sat he beJieves Tierra Amanlla courthouse.
"the pressure is mounting on King has of not yet done
'd h
ld
t t
k
th t A d
govemmfen . o . rna. e sure
a . .Po aca sm e wou
that undmg IS given to "consider a pardon for
vocational and ·technical Tijerina like any other case
schools, so ou.r 4-year that reached his desk after
institution.saregoingtohave going through the normal
to make an aggressiye effort judicial process."
to remain on the priority
A p 0da ca said h e
. t ·"
I IS
. ..
would press for more federal
Establ~shmg branch and funds to help aid New
COini?U~Ity colleges rather Mexico's ailing economy. If
than JUnior colleges would be elected, he said he would
more preferable to Apodaca. establish a council of
He said there is a "definite economic advisors that
l!e~ for. devlopment of t~e would analyze the economy
JUnior college concept m and examine spending bills
(continuedfrompage13)
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~

that were before the because funds are too badly
legislature.
.
needed in education. He
Apodaca said he was claimed Skeen's tax cut
disappointed at 'President 'would cost the state $87
.Ford's economic summit million.
.
.
because "it didn't have one
Governor. Bruce . Kmg
economist on it. that was vetoed a bill during his
f r o m w e s t o' f t h e administration that would
Mississippi." Apoqaca's ~ave allow.ed 19 year olds the
council. would be made of nght todnnk. .
.
ec.onomists from throughout . Apodaca s~d he would
the state and ~~would be si~ such a.billifitreached
more objective," Apodaca his desk but he would not
said because "they would not introduce such a measure to
be attached to any special thelegislature.
interests."
Albuquerque, according to
Apodaca. said 'the government statistics, has
concentration of economic had one of the highest crime
growth in Albuquerque is rates in the nation for the
"unhe~thy" and "we need past several years. Apodac_a
.to ·do better." He plans a contend_s the .problem IS
division within the largely "inbred" ?au.sed
Department of Development largely. !>Y drug traffm~m~.
that would deal with the He. P,01l!ted toNe~ Mexico 8
economic growth of smaller proxn~uty to MeXIco where
:t.1es. , .
he beheves much of the drug
communi
t ffi
·..; t
.
A t
t'
f
. ra c on.,.na es.
exemp on
Ionfixed
or
"As. . a result of . .drug
senior axcitizens
·
· th e areas of th e trafficking
to
m
d 1 'th . we are haVIng· ed
mcomes
. state gross receipts tax on all tea Wlf a. m.o: ~~an1z
prescription drugs, property, thi;Je k ~. ~nm~d A andwe
and medical expenses is also ddind,." te thsai . potiaca
t
f th
A ' d
a e
a
e same me
par 0 .
letf po aHca we're just not providing
economic P a orm.
e municipal gov-ernmentscriticized his opponent for h' h .
h
th
.
.
.
.
.
w
IC
IS w ere
e
maJor
proposmg a tax cut, cal1mg It crimes are fought-with
"deception."
substantial funding to have a
NoTax~ut.
quality·policeforce." ·
~podaca mamtamed no
Development of energy
maJor tax cut can be adopted resources in New Mexico and

insuring they are not~
. exploited· is another ~·
campaign issue• Apodaca has ~
proposed a permanant Ia:
commission on energy to '<
"insure New Mexico of a fair !;"
return for its· natural. _g"
resources." In addition he o
said he. would ask .the ~
federal gove·rnment "for i
.assistance "to ·protect and ;:.
·develop our n·atural .=
resources."
~
Against~arobling

Legalized gambling
became a much discussed
topic soon after the primary
election. Apodaca, . initi~,ly
was open to the Idea but
then changed his mind and
cameoutagaiilstanyformof-o
legalized gambling. Skeen has
said Apodaca's stance is
ambiguous and. has raised
questions concerning
Apodaca's supporters.
· saying, "1
Apodaca rebuts,
would veto any bill legalizing
gambling."
Apodaca has responded to
the Tribune endorsement of
Skeen saying, "They are full
of shit." Apodaca has also
said Ralph Looney, the
editor of the 'fi'ibune, is "a
bad apple." Apodaca said he
feels the Albuquerque
Journal will also support
Skeen.

~

*
*
Skeen: Money Ba~k To Taxpayers·
*

i

·.s:..
r;

~
.!o!
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~
.,
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(continued from page 1)

"By investing the general
fund in the 'state, we can
create a turnover rate of
from three to seven times
what it is now. and create
jobs for New Mexicans while
doingso."
.
Economic Pro
·

.-~

Skeen, a ten year veteran of the .
.. state. senate (six yeatS as Senate ·
Min·ority Leader) is · widely
regarded as beinlJ one of the most
knowledgeable persons in the
state on matters ~onceming
taxation and economics.
Unlike his Democratic
opponent, Skeen does not
advocate relying on Wasbin.gton to
solve New Mexico's economic
problems.
"New Mexico is one of the
wealthiest · states in the nation,"
be said, . "but we've been too
naive, We need to start investing
in our ·own state.
.
"This means utilizing New
Mexico's resources, both human
. and natural, now, ijl.stead of,
standing around waiting for
Washington to act. We don't need
to have the federal government
tell us what to do.
"I don't want to see any more
government regulation than is
necessary (to JUovide job
protection). Past experience has
shown ·that trying to regulate us
out o£ trouble has a tendency to
g(!t us into even more."
·.
Skeen has been attacked by
"Jer):'y Apodaca for his voting
record concerning education,
charging that Skeen had voted not
to raise teacher salaries and that .

l

expected to be marionets for supported in this campaign by
Santa Fe. We are not letting the persons rumored to..,_represent
gambling interests, but be has
teachers actually teach."
Skeen also favors a strong stated that be will veto' any
emphasis on the fundamentals, gambling bill presented to him. ·
"This is just another example
wants, to see firm bilingual
programs, especially in areas like of Mr. Apodaca's willingness to
northern New Mexico and the change his stand for political
Navajo Reservation, and feels that expediency," said Skeen.
Skeen has also hammered away
the scbOQl IIY$tem should pve
more attention to students who at "cronyism" on the part of the
do not plan on attending college Democrats, and advocates turning
(neady 70 per cent of last year's out of office many politicOI who
· For Community Colleges
have accumulated power during
"Apodaca never bothers to graduating seniom ).
Democratic adminiatration.
point out to you.. that while I was
"The Man Nobody
and am opposed to junibr
"Full of Shit"
Can Afford"
colleges, I have alwaY& supported
It
wu
the endorsement of the
Especially in the last few
community /branch colleges."
'Albuquerque
Tribune of Joe
weeks, Skeen has waged an
Skeen explained that junior aggressive
Skeen which touched off the ·
campaign.
He
frequently
c alleges are financed by local
latest campaign controversy.
taxes, meaning that only three labels Apodaca, "The Man Apodaca reacted by asserting that
Afford"
(an
allusion
Nobody
Can
counties in the state could afford
"the Tribune is Cull of shit." 'Ibis
junior colleges. He also voiced
comment offended. some, and led
worries that junior colleges would
Skeel) to question Apodaca's
ent<iil creating yet another
·.
'
maturity.
bureaucratic entity and that there
According to the most recent
could be a damaging monetary
Zia poll, Skeen i~ trailing
competition for the state's limited
Apodaca. "Some of Skeen's
11upply of professors.
drawbacks include a late-starting
"Community colleges are
campaign, an unwillingness to go
branches of already existing
out of his way to please special
universities," he ·said. "This means
interest groups, his perceived image
that no new administrative to Apodaca's voting record) and and 'the usual difficulties a
personnel would be needed. even parodies the type of campaign Republican faces in' a heavily
Community colleges wouldn't rely Apodaca runs.
. · · Democratic state.
on local ad valorum taxes to exist,
"You've been disappointed by
On the plus side, Skeen is a
so we could create therri in areas the government, just as I have," more effective speaker than
where they· are most needed." he told an audience in Woodward Apodaca, is less inclined to dodge
Skeen would like to see Hall, "but we won't correct our pointed questions, and posesses a
community colleges in the Raton, situation by using the same trite great deal of charisma.
Espanola and Fannington areas. old phrases concocted by slick
He also benefits from the
Skeen wants to return much of , public relations outfits."
ne!fative aspects of the Apodaca
the responsibility for the creation
A major debate in the campaign campaign, especially the Tribune
of school curricula with the local arose when Skeen accused incident, and a move on the part
classroom teachers. "It .is Apodaca ·of supporting legalized of some voters to "tum the rascals
·ridiculous for us .to eilucate a gambling. Apodaca had voted for out," meaning in this state the
professional instructor if they are a ~lot machine bill and has been Democrats.

Skeen did not support a junior
college program.
.
"He overlooks the fact that
when these bills came up, we were
$13 million in debt," said Skeen .
"I am not against raising teacher's
salaries, but there was a serious
question of .whether· we could
· afford.. to go even farther in debt,
and doubts that proposed salary
increases would actually get down
to the clasaroom teachers."
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Lawman" vs "Politician"

Sheriff Hay said, "I'm a lawman
and Joe Wilson is a politician. He's
got the worst record of any sheriff.
His fund raiser was sent to the
penitentiary.
"When Wilson· was elected he
had 86 deputies and let them all go
but six. When f came in I only let
go six.
·
"When Wilson talks about thmgs
being missing, he's barking up the
wrong tree. He doesn't know I have
all these records (past newspaper
clippings) about his term. .Go
ahead, read them. You can see
what kind of a sheriff he was."
"The whole force has been certified except for the ones that's been
hired since January.~·

"Beat Hay's Wife"
Wilson and Hay are·both proud
of their long' careers as policemen.
Wilson said, "I beat rester Hay
when I was re-elected, and I beat
his wife ill 196S." Hay's wife ran
for sheriff in 196S.
Hay has had a lot of experience.
He was sheriff in 61-6S and 72-74.
He said, "I beat Finley Morrow by
SOOO votes, Cipriano Griego by
12,000 and Manuel Lopez by 8000. .
"I've been an undersheriff and a
capulin. I was a deputy in 1927.
You just don't l-=arn the law in one
or two years. Hoover stayed head
of the FBI well into his seventies.
The.sheriff doesn't have to go out
and make all the arrests."

HAVE YOU
EVER SEEN

and the

THIS SIGNATURE?
thousands of New Mexicans
hav~, because he has written
thousands of letters - asking advice, giving information on legislation; cutting
'
government red-tape, working with
citizens on cases and programs and projects.

Manuel answers your letters.
·
Phone calls, too!

.

'

..

and excerpts form the
~and

55

t
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The Rococo Coco Bean

.

licers are not trained in tlt'e preservation of evidence." ·

•

RICHARD. HARDING
Bush
or

•,
i

(continu!!d from page 12)
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Sleeping Beau~y Ballet

MANVEL LlJJAAr JR.

Sat., Nov. 2, Sun., Nov. 3 at 1.:30 & 3:30pm·
Tickets Advanc~ $1.00 Door $1.25 ·
For Group Rates Ca11277-3121

(Manuel to you)
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Folsom, Lyon
Key On Education
(continued from page 7)
misdirecting its funds. He said the
put·ons/'
state shouJd return its $77 million
Folsom said New Mexico's surplus to the comm\lnities which
~conomic problems come from helped to raise the money.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

.

Rates.: 10¢ per word per day with a
$1.00 Per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60t per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive !lays wtth no
•
refund.
Terms: Paym(!llt must be made in full
prior to im;ertion of advertisement.
Where : :Marron Hall, rm. 132
or b11 mail
· Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box·2o
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

PERSONALS

1)

PEAR JIM, Be my Lahaina Honey, and
I'll be your Carmen Miranda. Love, Lil
and Careen.
10/30
ROSA'S COOPERATIVE CANTINA in•
vitcs you to a masked Ball and Banquet
under the full moon in Algodones.
Thursday, Halloween night.
10/31
NOT PLANNJNG'ON- flunking out but
doing it anyway? Call AGORA, we're
here to listen, and to talk, 277-3013.
11/1
COAST GUARD OFFICER Candidate
School deadline is 1 November 1974. For
mor~ jnformation contact your local
Coast Guard Recruiting Office-Phone
(506) 766·2904.
10/31
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'% You
have frtendl who care at Buthrleht.
2.&7·9819.
tln

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: BERNALILLO HIGH SCHOOL
lady's class ring. Claim Rm. 132, Mar•
ron Hnll.
11/6
:PSYCHOLOGY 320 Notebook, 1ost near
Methodist church off University Ave,
please call 256-7141.
11/6
$60 REWARD .for return of 10-speed,
~ack Avanti BicycJe, 2611--4366.
11/4
LOST: MALE SAMOYED, University
area, 9/25. Reward, 266·4345.
11/.\
LOST : Sliderule/black case, name under
flap, K Adatnll, reward, 299-8712. 11/4
$20 REWARD for return of wallet tak(!ll
from Johnson Gym. Confidential, 242·
0532.
11/4
FOUND:. GRAY SIAMESE, neutered eat.
1-yr.-old. l'Jayful, weD-cared-for, 277·
5387.
10/31
LOST: METAL PHOTOGRAY bifocals in
brown case. Reward, Semyon Kalinsky,

roM

uw~~

LOST GLASSES. Metal Photogray bl·
!ocala in brown case. Reward. Call 266·
4360.
FOUND: FEMALE, gray cat wearing flea
collar near FAC. 277·2126 wee~~iao

-

3)

SERVICES

Folsom said the state should
lower taxes and eliminate
regressive taxes such as the ones
on drugs and medical services.
Folsom also wants to cancel the
legislators' retirement fund. He
said the fact that legilatot·s can
work for four years and
accumulate $4000 in retirement
pay is ''incredible."
For Folsom, one of~)lw k('y

FOR SA.:.:.L=E=----:---~-:::-:-:-

4) FOR RENT

5)

FURNISHED, NEAR UNIVERSITY, female atudent preferred, pay part baby·
sitting, 265·0212.
11/4
Z'iiE:OR.OOM ADOBE, fireplace, garage.
Near UNM $165, 24'1-4872.
10/30
SHARE HOUSE near campus, $65. 8420820. Mike.
, 10/31

FIREWOOD: Delh•ered 1\nll st.Mked, ~;HI
to $56/cord. :!66-7023.
-"'---~~1
OLD :MIRAGES, some :!0 years old. $1.00
e!lch, room 1132, Mnl'l"'n u,.u.
tfn
PAI>DLE'SALL PL:WEn..~t-i'ut a ilttle
sting in Ull\t kill shot with l\ n!'W rn""
quet from The Bike Sbot!. S:!3 Yale SE,
S-l2-9100.
tfn
OLD-MIRAGES 196S u;;~h 197(). $1.00
el\ell, room 1~2. Mflnot' liflll.
tfn
CUSTO¥ GOLD-~;;;id\;;&;di;;;~·;;_=;i~:;
by ChaTl!e Rom<'ro. ~~J~!S· C~>C H!,tt
EXOTIC BEADS front -aro\IU\1 U1~ \WJ.'M.
Turquoise ,, slln~r j<m..-:ley. The ll~;ui
Shaman. Old To~"ll.
,
tfu

:M~p:;Gt!::!'or~::,c:t&~iu~~der ovemi~;

5) FOR SALE
RECYCLED LEATJIER JACKETS. Ex·
otic bead!! from around the world. Turquoise & silver jewelry. The Bead Shaman, Old Town. 400 San Felipe NE, 842~
9588 •
trn
ANTIQU~Thr~itur..•, ..-int~c -f;~bli.l~~...
, K2·4 COMPETITION 200 used three
patdrwork quilts, J'h~ti'l>l'nt~l'h.~. Si!..-t'r
Sunbeam, 34t19 l'etltral Nl~
t!u
weeks, $85, La Dolamitc 74, size 13,
1116
80 247 2724
$ •
•
·
sTEREo HEiii-PHONES· -shs~ 6 foot.
PRESEASON SKI/SNOW 'fiRE SALE:
cord, soft <'ar pads, United FreiKbt
New, first line, 4-ply, bias-belted, stud·
SlUes. 3920 San ldatl!O NE.
tfn
ded snow tires, BELOW COST ! l Limmited quantities! E78-14, G'18·14, G78-·
BACKPACKERS Come inspect New
15, 900 (K70)-15. Sat & Sun, Nov. 2 &
Mexico's m011t comple~e selection of
3. Budget Rent-A-Car, 2201 Yale, SE.
equipment at B A C .K COUNTRY
11/1
SPORTS, 242.1 San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
243·2226.
'62 AUSTIN SPRITE IJ, excellent condiPADDLEBALL SPECIAL! Until Oct. 31
tion, new interior, 243.0066, Rick S.
receive two free paddleballs with pur•
11/4
chase of new racquet from $13.96 to
-S-K-IS-:_K_N_E-IS_S_L_R_ed-~S-ta-r--S-L-.-20_5...::,:c::..::m,
$19.96, The Bike Shop SE, 842·91~~
$45, 765-6380.
10/30 • - - - - - - - - - - - - OFFICE EQUIPMENT SALE: 2 Olivetta
KINGSIZE WATERDEDS, $29.95, com·
Adders, '65 each: Sears 1011 Credit
plete aystems, $59.95, heaters, $27.60.
Balancer, $90; IBM electric typewriter,
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. AcrOIIS
$100. Will consider offers for lot. Dudfrom Arbii!S. 268-8456.
tfn
get Rent-A-Car, 2201 Yale SE. 243-2226.
6) EMPLOYMENT
11/4
SKI TOURING & BACKPACKING equip.
WANTED: LINGERIE MODELS for
ment from the professionals at; the Trail
commercials. Call 262-1439 Mon.-Fri.
9"5•
Haus...Sales, rentals, service, and clinics..
11/1
Since 1967, New Mexico's leading ski
:MARRIED COUPL'&-needed-Halt-Way
touring center-Trail Haus, 1931 San
House-salary, fringe, travel. Call John
Mateo SE. 25Jl·9190.
10/31
Russell 842·3017, 344·7253.
11/1
GARAGE SALE-maternity, mens, WO•
7) MISCELLANEOUS
mens, childrens clothes, st;utfed animals,
vari.ety of housewares, throw rugs, 20"
GYPSY CANDLE INN, palm and peycic
fall, western hat & boots, jewelry, ree·
· readers. European and seafood cooked
ords, paperbllcks; hand-made macrame
with love. Noon and night, Monday
Items, Oct. 30-Nov, 3. 7106 San Fran·
th~ougb Satu,r~y, 299·0141.
10/al
cisco NE, 821·6528.
11/1
QUEENSIZE carpeted waterbed; Pedestal
frame with mattress. 277·6322, 255-4931.
OJ.
10/1
GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPIES: full
bread, AKC registered. Call 265·4149
for information.
11/1
aero•• from
'MOUNTAIN HOME with. 10 acreB, low
. down payment. Call Fred Dart, 292Vale Park
1700.
.
11/7

LOBO Opticians

For glasses
LOUIE LOBO SAYS:

IF YOU'RE THINKING of buying a bl·
cycle for Christmas, to fight inOation or
ttJ use next Year, now Is the time. Our
winter prices arc in effect and we have
a nice selection, The Bike Shop, 823
Yale SE, 842·9100.
tln
BICYCLES: Loweat pricea on Gitane and
other fine European Blc:rclea. Over 100
fn stock, $75 to $500. WORLD CHAMPION BICYCLES, 2122 Coal PL BE,
!our blocks from UN'M, 843·9378. tfri

TRY OUR
WOLF PACK PRIDE.

2316 Central SE
268-4708

TYPING IBM SELECTRIC languagemath symbols ftuent in Spanish, 897·
0990.
10/30
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Manuscripts,
papers, theais. etc. 40c per pqe. 346·
3288.
11/4
TYPEWRITER SERVICES specializing
In portablea, all makea. Low rates, dia·
count to students. Pick up and deliverY.
Call Smiley or Bob, 296-0710.
J0/31
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: mM earbonribbon. Guaranteed accuracy. Reaaonable
_!!.tea. 298·7147.
10/31
TYPING, PROFESSIONAL and accurate
on IBM Jeleetric. S711lbo111 available.
11/1
346·7077.
PASSPORT, JDENTJFICATJON pbotol.
Loweat Pries in town, fut, p!e~~~lnc.
Near UNM. Call 21115·2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
tfn

4)

1\.t 1\t

v

.FALL
·sWEATER
SALE
25% OFF

l¥ i't l

FORRENT

ATTRACTIVE 2 br bo!»e. 1mfurnklted.
Carl)et-, a/e, 3 bJoclca to t1NlL ldeal
!or University ample or s.fntrle. ptot'esaionaL '$165/mo. pltiiJ depoRt. 265-'545~.
'
11/4
l·BEDROOH HOUSE, $125 month plus
utilitiea. 215 WeUe.ley NE, 262-0607.
11/9
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three 1'001111.
Ver7 elesJI, near University and 11orth
Welt. 242-'1814, 247•1005, 242·18'l1,
t.fn
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issues in this campaign is the open ;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:=;;;:;;=i
meetings law. He said the present
Wednesday Free Films
law exempts the legislative finance
committees, ''Those are the
10 a.m.-3 p.m.
committees which cont~ol the
money, and it's most important
October30
that constitl1ents know what
happens at those meetings,"
Folsom said.
"RETURN OF TH€
Lyon said he was the chief
sponsor of the present open
1\Wt'lings law. He said the law's
\JflMPIR€" .
major fnult is that excludes the
financinl committees, but ~'that's
Uw strongest bill we could get
B€Lfl LUGOSl
through at the time."

WEDNESDA~- -7,

lobo
MENS
..

SHOP

21 20 Central S.E ..

